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AGENDA
HRTPO LRTP SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING
July 1, 2019
CALL TO ORDER 9:30 A.M.
The Regional Building, 723 Woodlake Drive, Chesapeake, Virginia
1.

Call to Order

3.

Submitted Public Comments

2.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Public Comment Period (Limit: 3 minutes per individual)
Approval of Agenda

Minutes of April 3, 2019
Regional Land Use Data

Regional Scenario Planning

2045 LRTP Draft Vision and Goals

2045 LRTP Draft Candidate Projects
For Your Information
Old/New Business
Next Meeting

Adjournment

AGENDA ITEM #1:

CALL TO ORDER

The meeting will be called to order by the Chair at approximately 9:30 a.m.
AGENDA ITEM #2:

PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD

Members of the public are invited to address the LRTP Subcommittee. Each speaker is limited
to three minutes.
AGENDA ITEM #3:

SUBMITTED PUBLIC COMMENTS

There are no written submitted public comments.
AGENDA ITEM #4:

APPROVAL OF AGENDA

Members are provided an opportunity to add or delete items from the agenda. Any item for
which a member desires an action from the LRTP Subcommittee should be submitted at this
time, as opposed to under “Old/New Business”.
AGENDA ITEM #5:

MINUTES OF APRIL 3, 2019

Summary minutes of the April 3, 2019 LRTP Subcommittee meeting are attached.
Attachment 5

AGENDA ITEM #6: REGIONAL LAND USE DATA
Since 2011, HRTPO staff has maintained a regional land use dataset which compiles locality
existing and future land use data (consistent with locality Comprehensive Plans), associating a
regional land use classification system. Since 2016, HRTPO staff has been working with
localities to update this data.
On 6/18/19, HRTPO staff sent an email requesting locality staff to review the regional land
use codes associated with locality’s existing and future land use data since this data is the
basis for the identification of place types used in the regional scenario planning effort.
HRTPO staff will brief the LRTP Subcommittee on this agenda item.
RECOMMENDED ACTION

Approve the Regional Land Use data classification.

Summary Minutes
HRTPO Long-Range Transportation Plan Subcommittee
Meeting of April 3, 2019

1. Call to Order
Vice Chair Bryan Stilley called the meeting to order at 10:50 a.m. in the Regional Building
Board Room, with the following in attendance:
Members in Attendance:
Bryan Stilley (Vice Chair, NN)
Earl Sorey (CH)
Carol Rizzio (GL)
Paul Holt (JC)
Brian Fowler (NO)
Bridjette Parker (NN)
James Wright (PO)
Carl Jackson (PO)
Dannan O’Connell (PQ)

Jason Souders (SU)
Tara Reel (VB)
Carolyn Murphy (WM)
Tim Cross (YK)
Jamie Jackson (HRT)
Eric Stringfield (VDOT)
Barbara Nelson (VPA)
Joshua Moore (WATA)

HRTPO/HRPDC Staff:
Mike Kimbrel
Dale Stith
Theresa Brooks
Leonardo Pineda II
Keith Nichols

John Mihaly
Sam Belfield
Steve Lambert
Jeff Raliski

Others Recorded Attending:
Thomas Wysong (JC)
LJ Hansen (SU)
Benjamin Camras (CH)
Robin Grier (VDOT)

Ray Hunt (VDOT)
Angela Biney (VDOT)
Bryant Porter (VDOT)
Karen McPherson (McPherson Consulting)

2. Public Comment Period
Since the meeting began prior to 11:30 AM, the public comment period was moved to the
end (per disclaimer on the website that addresses early meeting starts). There were no
public comments.
3. Submitted Public Comments
There were no submitted public comments.
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4. Approval of Agenda
Vice Chair Stilley asked for additions or deletions to the LRTP Agenda. Hearing none, Ms.
Carolyn Murphy Moved to approve the agenda as written; seconded by Mr. Eric Stringfield.
The Motion Carried.
5. Approval of March 6, 2019 Minutes
Vice Chair Stilley reported that the LRTP summary minutes from the March 6, 2019
meeting were included in the April 3, 2019 LRTP Subcommittee Agenda. Vice Chair Stilley
asked for any additions or corrections to the minutes. Hearing none, Mr. Tim Cross Moved
to approve the minutes as written; seconded by Mr. Joshua Moore. The Motion Carried.
6. Potential Enhancements to the Project Prioritization Tool: Weighting Factors
The HRTPO Project Prioritization Tool was developed to assist regional decision-makers in
prioritizing transportation projects based off technical merits and regional benefits,
evaluating projects based on Project Utility (project effectiveness), Economic Vitality
(potential for economic gain), and Project Viability (project readiness). The Tool, which
has been used in the past two Long-Range Transportation Plan updates and in the
identification of the Regional Priority Projects, was designed to be updated periodically to
reflect current conditions and regional priorities.
For the past few months, HRTPO staff has been working with the Project Prioritization
Working Group and other HRTPO advisory committees to develop potential enhancements
to the Tool. In addition, HRTPO staff has referred to SMART SCALE, the DRPT prioritization
process, and a scan of national best practices as part of this effort.
As part of her briefing, Ms. Dale Stith summarized the potential enhancements that were
identified and discussed with the Prioritization Working Group and other HRTPO advisory
committees. This review covered the addition of new criteria, removal/modification of
existing criteria, and the adjustment of scoring weights. The max Project Prioritization
Tool score of 300 remains unchanged (Project Utility: 100, Economic Vitality: 100, and
Project Viability: 100).
At the March 6, 2019 LRTP Subcommittee meeting, HRTPO staff presented the potential
enhancements to the Project Prioritization Tool. During a group discussion on this agenda
item, some LRTP Subcommittee members shared their concerns on the HRTPO suggested
weights of the potential enhancements, specifically for the Congestion measure, Land Use
measure, and the measures under the Project Viability component of the Project
Prioritization Tool.
After careful consideration of the comments received at the March 6, 2019 LRTP
Subcommittee meeting, and the variance in input from TTAC members, HRTPO staff
suggested convening a task force to further discuss and refine the Prioritization weighting
factors. LRTP Subcommittee members were presented with the following recommended
action:
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Convene a task force of the LRTP Subcommittee comprised of approximately
five to seven members
 Strongly recommend task force members have experience from past
participation in a previous HRTPO Prioritization and/or LRTP process
 Will include representation/feedback from CTAC, FTAC, Transportation
Programming Subcommittee (April 19), and Active Transportation
Subcommittee.
Mr. Paul Holt Moved to approve the recommended action as presented by HRTPO staff;
seconded by LJ Hansen. The Motion Carried.
Immediately following the carried motion, the following LRTP Subcommittee members
volunteered to be a part of the task force:







Troy Eisenberger (nominated by Earl Sorey)
Jamie Jackson
Tim Cross
Bryan Stilley
Robert Lewis (nominated by LJ Hansen)
Katie Shannon (nominated by Tara Reel)

Mr. Stringfield shared with the group that a VDOT representative would most likely be part
of the task force.
As next steps, HRTPO staff plans score a test bed of projects using the potential
enhancements in the Project Prioritization Tool. The results will be shared with the task
force for feedback.
7. 2045 LRTP: Scenario Planning
In November 2016, HRTPO staff hosted a Scenario Planning workshop to exchange best
practices and perspectives with regional stakeholders and national peers. Using lessons
learned from the workshop, concepts from VTrans 2040, and LRTP Subcommittee
engagement, HRTPO staff has been diligently taking steps to incorporate scenario planning
into the development of the 2045 LRTP.
Another regional effort, the Regional Connectors Study (RCS), is also implementing
scenario planning, spring boarding off the work done by the LRTP Subcommittee and
HRTPO staff, with a much more robust scope incorporating land use allocation and
economic models that can interact with our regional travel demand model.
The scenario planning effort of the 2045 LRTP and the RCS will analyze three alternative
scenarios in addition to the 2045 baseline scenario. Several webinars describing the
methodology for establishing the framework, assumptions, and data tools that will be used
to conduct scenario planning have been presented.
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As part of her briefing, Ms. Dale Stith shared the draft workflow of this scenario planning
effort, differentiating the common tasks shared between the 2045 LRTP and the RCS (e.g.
building the base data, models and scenarios, defining alternative scenarios, defining
measures of success, evaluating the 2015 regional conditions, modeling 2045 baseline
scenario) from the tasks that will be completed specifically for the 2045 LRTP (i.e.
evaluating the candidate 2045 LRTP projects and reporting results). Current work includes
building the base models. All tasks presented in the draft workflow are planned for
completion by January 2020.
The purpose of this agenda item was for HRTPO staff to brief the LRTP Subcommittee on
the task of building Regional Place Types. Ms. Stith informed the LRTP Subcommittee
members that the HRTPO Board approved Regional Land Use Map (containing the regional
major and minor land use codes) and the TAZ data from the Hampton Roads 2045
Socioeconomic Forecast were used in building the regional place types. Although the effort
to update the Regional Land Use Map began in 2016, there are still data gaps. HRTPO staff
plans to work with the localities to fill in the data gaps.
As part of her briefing, Ms. Stith discussed the starting assumptions for building the
regional place types, and provided a summary of how the RCS consultants developed the
regional place types. Ms. Stith pointed out that place types for the Greater Growth (2045
Alternative) Scenarios will be used to allocate growth in addition to the 2045 Baseline
Scenario.
The recommended action for this agenda item is as follows:
Review and approve the 2015 and 2045 Baseline Place Types as described and
quantified in Attachment 7-A. In addition, review the initial list of the 9
Greater Growth Place Types (may be refined to ensure fit with Greater Growth
scenario narratives).
Mr. Moore moved to approve the recommended action as presented by HRTPO staff;
seconded by Mr. Carl Jackson. The Motion Carried.
As next steps, HRTPO staff and the RCS consultants will continue to build the base models.
The identification of Drivers and Trends, Measures of Success, and Scenarios Narratives are
also part of the next steps for this planning effort. As part of the 2045 LRTP planning effort,
HRTPO staff will evaluate and prioritize candidate projects under each scenario, develop a
funding plan, and have an adopted, HRTPO Board approved 2045 LRTP by June 2021.
8. For Your Information
HRTPO staff initiated a web-based survey to help frame the vision and goals of the 2045
LRTP as well as collect candidate projects from the public. This web-based survey was
activated on March 28, 2019 and will stay active through April 26, 2019.
Link to the web-based survey:
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http://survey.constantcontact.com/survey/a07eg6ls4mfjta27qq7/a009jtsz4jtg/questions

9. Old/New Business
None.
10.
Next Meeting
The next LRTP Subcommittee meeting is tentatively scheduled for May 1, 2019 at 11:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. (following the TTAC meeting).
ADJOURNMENT 12:05 p.m.
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AGENDA ITEM #7:

REGIONAL SCENARIO PLANNING

For the past few years, HRTPO staff has been working on updating the regional LRTP to the
horizon year of 2045. As part of the 2045 LRTP, scenario planning is being employed to
investigate plausible alternate futures and their potential impacts on the transportation
system. In addition to developing the 2045 baseline scenario, three additional future
scenarios are being developed through our collaborative regional stakeholder process.
Candidate transportation projects will be evaluated through each of the alternative scenarios
in an effort to identify those projects that provide the most benefit to the region regardless of
which future assumption is analyzed, thereby highlighting smart investments for Hampton
Roads. At this meeting, key assumptions and methodology establishing the framework for
this scenario planning will be reviewed.

Note: The Regional Scenario Planning process is being developed in conjunction with the
Regional Connectors Study (RCS). Several webinars describing the methodology for
establishing the framework, assumptions, and data tools that will be used to conduct scenario
planning have been presented. Regional input is essential for this process and we
strongly encourage members to view the recorded webinars and associated slides.
These webinars can be accessed via the 2045 LRTP Scenario Planning resource webpage at:
https://www.hrtpo.org/page/2045-long_range-transportation-plan:-scenario-planning/
Attachment 7-A: Draft Regional Place Types
Attachment 7-B: Draft Regional Scenario Narratives
Attachment 7-C: Draft Greater Growth Control Totals

Ms. Dale Stith, HRTPO Principal Transportation Planner, will brief the LRTP Subcommittee on
this agenda item.
RECOMMENDED ACTION

Recommend TTAC approval of the Regional Scenario Planning framework (including Place
Types, Scenario Narratives, and Control Totals for Additional 2045 Growth).

REGIONAL SCENARIO PLANNING

REGIONAL PLACE TYPES

Attachment 7-A

Hampton Roads 2045 Long-Range Transportation Plan

BUILDING REGIONAL PLACE TYPES
 Develop a unified set of
Place Types that describe
regional development
patterns
• Existing and Future Land Use
• Quantitative, summarizing

Attachment 7-A

land use, developed areas,
and environmental data
 Control Totals for reconciling
Place Types densities
• Approved 2015 and 2045
Transportation Analysis Zone
(TAZ) Data
2
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BUILDING REGIONAL PLACE TYPES
 Regional Land Use
Map
• Initiated June 2011
• Regional Land Use
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Codes (Major and
Minor)
• Updated data in 2016
‐ TAZ Boundaries
‐ Scenario Planning
‐ Data Gaps/Oddities

3
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2015 AND 2045 BASELINE PLACE TYPES
 Existing and Future Place Types defined
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using Regional Land Use Codes (Minor)
• Provided by Localities
• Consistent with Comprehensive
Plans
 Assumed to be single land uses, except
for Mixed‐Use designations
 1‐acre in size
 Population and Employment
density/intensities were developed by
sampling place types in localities
throughout the region and averaging
the results (expressed in a range of
densities and intensities)
4
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ADDITIONAL/NEW PLACE TYPES FOR GREATER
GROWTH ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS
 Place Types will be used to allocate
growth in addition to the 2045 Baseline
Scenario
 Greater Growth Place Types developed
to reflect potential new community
types in the Greater Growth Scenarios
 May be modified or adjusted to ensure fit

Attachment 7-A

with economic narratives and drivers for
each alternative scenario
 Greater Growth Place Types are larger than
the 1‐acre land use 2015 and 2045 Place
Types
 Composite community types/small
neighborhoods often with a mixture of uses
that describe potential future communities

5
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Regional Place Types
Part 1. Place Types for 2015 Virtual Present and 2045 Virtual Future1. Based on HRTPO Board approved Regional Minor Land Use codes.
Code and Name 2

Examples

DU/Acre
Range

FAR
Range

People /
Acre 3

Jobs /
Acre

Description

Rural
Residential

0.1-.9

-

0.4-3

0

Very large lot single family homes in a rural context interspersed with
some agricultural uses

RLD

Low Density
Residential

1-3

-

4-10

0

Large lot single family homes in a low-density suburban context

RMD

Medium
Density
Residential

4-12

-

10-36

0

Attached homes and small lot single family homes in a moderate
density suburban or urban context

RHD

High Density
Residential

13+

-

37+

0

Multifamily apartments and condominiums in a high density urban or
suburban context

CN

Neighborhood
Commercial

-

.1-.3

-

5-10

Limited scale shopping, business, or trade activity

CL

Local
Commercial

-

.1-.3

-

11-20

Inter-neighborhood shopping, business, or trade activity

CR

Regional
Commercial

-

.4+

-

IL

Light Industrial

-

.05-.3

-

IH

Heavy
Industrial

IPA

Port/Aviation
Industrial

MCR

Mixed Use
Comm/Res

MCI

Mixed Use
Comm/Ind

MM

Military

IU

Utilities

T

RR

Regional shopping, business, or trade activity

7-15

Light industrial uses (Research & Development,
warehousing, service, etc.)

AF

21+

.05-.8

-

15+

Heavy industrial uses with possible adverse
environmental impacts (manufacturing, etc.)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Port, General and Commercial Aviation related industrial
operations

4+

0.6+

10+

20+

Commercial/ residential mixed use activity

5+

0.6+

12+

30+

Commercial/ industrial mixed use activity

D

R

-

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Military related facilities

-

-

-

1-3

Utility facilities

IP

Public/SemiPublic

-

-

5-10

30-60

IT

Transportation
Network

-

-

-

-

Transportation facilities

AA

Agriculture

.01-.1

-

.03-.3

.03-.3

Agricultural operations

V

Vacant

-

-

-

-

Vacant developable lands

NP

Parks and
Recreation

-

-

-

-

Open space and recreational uses

NC

Resource
Conservation

-

-

-

-

Conservation lands

NH

Historic/
Cultural

-

0.1+

3-5

6-12

Government/Educational/Religious/Social or healthcare facilities

Historic Preservation / Cultural uses

These are based on the existing and future land uses defined in the Hampton Roads Regional Land Use Map document from HRPDC/HRTPO. Updated 2016-2019.
Note that all Place Types for the 2015 Virtual Present and 2045 Future are assumed to be single land uses (except for the Mixed-Use ones) and 1-acre in size.
3
Population and employment density/intensities were developed by sampling place types in localities throughout the region and averaging the results but are expressed in a
range of densities and intensities.

1
2
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Part 2. New Place Types for the Greater Growth Alternative Scenarios 4,5
Code and Name

Examples

Size 6

DU/Acre

FAR

People /
Acre

Jobs /
Acre

Description

RC

Rural Cluster

25 ac.

.1-.5

-

.3-1.3

0-.1

Small cluster housing development surrounded by undeveloped
rural lands

CN

Compact
Neighborhood

16 ac.

3-5

.1-.3

8-13

0-.3

Mixed housing neighborhood with small lot singles and attached
housing around community amenities

BR

Boulevard
Residential

9 ac.

15-30

.3-1.0

40-80

5-20

High density multifamily developments along major arterials
designed to front on walkable streetscapes

BC

Boulevard
Commercial

9 ac.

-

.3-2.0

-

14-90

Mixed retail, office and mixed use along major arterials designed
to front on walkable streetscapes

STC

Suburban
Town Center

49 ac.

15-30

.3-2.0

40-80

14-90

High density walkable mixed-use center in a suburban context

UTC

Urban Town
Center

49 ac.

20+

.4+

30+

50+

TOC

Transit
Oriented
Center

25 ac.

40+

1.0+

RIC

Regional
Industrial
Center

100 ac.

-

.1-.4

T
100+

-

5+

High density mixed use urban center with walkable access to
premium transit station

Large site industrial center with regional market

AF

Port Industrial

100+

100 ac.

-

.1-.3

-

5+

Port related industrial development

D

R

PI

Very high density walkable mixed-use center in an urban context

Place Types for the Greater Growth Scenarios will be used to allocate growth in addition to the 2045 Baseline scenario. Note that the same Place Types for 2015 and 2045 can
be used to allocate growth beyond 2045. However, the Greater Growth Place Types were developed as additional ones to reflect potential new community types in the Greater
Growth Scenarios.
5
The Greater Growth Place Types will need to relate to the Greater Growth Alternative Scenarios, and they may be modified or adjusted to ensure that they fit the economic
narratives and drivers for each of these alternative scenarios.
6
Note that Place Types for the Greater Growth Scenarios are larger than the 1-acre land use types used for the Virtual Present and Future. They are composite community types
or small neighborhoods often with a mixture of uses that describe potential future communities.
4
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Part 3. Potential Examples of the New Place Types for the Greater Growth Alternative Scenarios 7
Location

Aerial

Rural Cluster

Belmont Drive,
Toano

CN

Compact
Neighborhood

East Beach,
Norfolk

BR

Boulevard
Residential

Jefferson Estates,
Jefferson Ave.
Newport News

BC

Boulevard
Commercial

Columbus St.&
Constitution Dr.
Virginia Beach

STC

Suburban
Town Center

Oyster Point City
Center, Newport
News

UTC

Urban Town
Center

Virginia Beach
Town Center

TOC

Transit
Oriented
Center

R

AF

RC

T

Code and Name

D

Downtown Norfolk

RIC

PI

Regional
Industrial
Center

Port
Industrial

Newport News
Shipbuilding

Port of Virginia,
Norfolk

These represent existing places throughout the region that are potential examples that are similar to these new Place Types. They are not meant to be exact depictions of the
new Place Types but general representations of density/intensity and land use mix. Detailed visualizations and quantitative summaries will be prepared for these new Place
Types once they are affirmed.

7
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REGIONAL SCENARIO PLANNING

SCENARIO NARRATIVES

Attachment 7-B

Hampton Roads 2045 Long-Range Transportation Plan

• Urban and
Multimodal
• New Suburbia
(dispersed but with
mixed use centers)
• Behavior and land
use responses to
technology such as
• Reduced parking
• Longer commutes
• Specific travel‐

Technology

• CAV Adoption
rates
• Ride purchase
(or TNC) mode
• System use
(such as
dedicated
facilities for AV)
• System
performance
(altered
capacity from
CV)
• Micro‐
production
• Advanced
Manufacturing

Environmental

DRIVERS UNDER CONSIDERATION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Military Growth
Port of
VA/Freight
Growth
Diversification
Digital Port
High Tech
Services
High Tech Mfg
Spatial pattern
of employment
related behaviors
• Freight modes
• Vehicle
ownership

Demographic/Behavior
al

2

• Sea Level Rise
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Hampton Roads 2045 Long-Range Transportation Plan

Drivers should represent highly impactful and highly uncertain factors, for
which we can provide (and possibly vary) assumptions in the scenarios

Economic

Greater Growth in
Urban Centers

Greater Growth on
the Water

• What happens if jobs and housing are developed
in dispersed activity centers, with a higher level of
truck transportation and high adoption of
autonomous vehicle technology?

• What happens if jobs and housing focus in urban
areas, with greater multimodal availability and
high adoption of connected vehicle technology?

• What happens if jobs focus on the waterfront,
housing choices are varied, and transportation
technology adoption is moderate?

Hampton Roads 2045 Long-Range Transportation Plan

Greater Suburban/
Greenfield Growth

DRAFT SCENARIOS: SPATIAL THEMES

3
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Hampton Roads 2045 Long-Range Transportation Plan

DRAFT SCENARIO NARRATIVES

4
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SUMMARY OF RCS WORKING GROUP INPUT

 General buy‐in to the scenario narratives
• Specifying activity center component of Greater
Suburban/Greenfield growth
 Setting aside some drivers that cannot be truly modeled
• Retiree Population, Military Population, Environmental
Regulation

NEXT STEPS

 Further defining the drives that remain
 Retaining flexibility to develop technology drivers as we know more
about the updated travel demand model

Hampton Roads 2045 Long-Range Transportation Plan

 Connecting Drivers to modeling inputs
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REGIONAL SCENARIO PLANNING

Attachment 7-C

GREATER GROWTH
CONTROL TOTALS

Hampton Roads 2045 Long-Range Transportation Plan

GREATER GROWTH CONTROL TOTALS
 Establish a Control Total for

Attachment 7-C

the “Greater Growth”
Alternate Scenarios
 These will look at employment
growth in addition to the 2045
Baseline of growth
 The purpose is not to try to
predict what may happen in
the future
 The purpose is to establish a
threshold of additional growth
against which to stress test the
transportation alternatives

2
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APPROACH: HOW MUCH GREATER GROWTH?

Attachment 7-C
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EMPLOYMENT GROWTH OVER TIME
(RETROSPECTIVE)
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REGIONAL EMPLOYMENT ADDED BY 2045
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REGIONAL EMPLOYMENT ADDED BY 2045
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ALTERNATIVE GROWTH PATHS
 How long does it take to reach a given
benchmark?
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TRAVEL MODEL SENSITIVITY TESTING
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Hampton Roads 2045 Long-Range Transportation Plan
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SUMMARY
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RCS WORKING GROUP RECOMMENDATION
 Recommend to start with 16% employment
growth, and then present results to see if that
growth rate produces sufficient
variation/distinction among the alternative
scenarios.

Attachment 7-C
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AGENDA ITEM #8: 2045 LRTP DRAFT VISION AND GOALS
As part of the visioning process for the 2045 LRTP, HRTPO staff has engaged the public and
other regional stakeholders in identifying regional priorities and concerns. Outreach has been
conducted in conjunction with the RCS in the form of stakeholder interviews, a statisticallyvalid regional public survey, a workshop and several working group meetings to solicit
refined input on goals, objectives, and performance measures. In addition to these efforts, a
web-based public survey was conducted soliciting input on other regional priorities not asked
as part of the RCS survey. Feedback received through these efforts has been compiled and
refined to ensure consistency with Federal and State guidelines. This input was used to
develop a draft vision statement, goals, and objectives for the 2045 LRTP.
HRTPO staff is requesting LRTP Subcommittee input on the 2045 LRTP draft vision statement,
goals, and objectives. To aid with this discussion, a copy of the Vision Statement and Goals
from the 2040 LRTP and key findings from the web-based survey are attached. Additionally,
web resources are provided below for the aforementioned RCS products.
HRTPO staff will brief the LRTP Subcommittee on this agenda item.
Attachment 8-A: Draft 2045 LRTP Vison, Goals, and Objectives
Attachment 8-B: 2040 LRTP Vison and Goals
Attachment 8-C: 2045 LRTP Web-based Survey Summary

Web Resources:
RCS stakeholder interviews
https://www.connectorstudy.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/hrtpo-stakeholderinterview-summary_010819.xlsx
https://www.hrtpo.org/uploads/docs/P6%267%20-%20Status%20Report%20%20January%2029%202019_joint_meeting_ver1.pdf
RCS Regional Survey
https://www.connectorstudy.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/hrtpo-surveyreport_v6a.pdf

RCS Draft Goals and Objectives
https://www.hrtpo.org/uploads/docs/061309%20A6A%20Goals%2C%20Objectives%2C%2
0Performance%20Measures.pdf
RECOMMENDED ACTION

Review Draft 2045 LRTP Vision, Goals, and Objectives and provide input by July 31, 2019.

Draft 2045 Hampton Roads Long-Range
Transportation Plan: Vision and Goals

Draft 2045 Vision Statement:
"The 2045 Long-Range Transportation Plan will use innovative planning
techniques to establish a vision for an adaptive transportation system that
seamlessly integrates transportation modes for all users, while improving quality
of life and preserving the unique character of Hampton Roads.”

D
FAST Act
Planning Factors

VTRANS 2040
Planning Goals

Support the economic vitality of the
metropolitan area

Economic Competitiveness
and Prosperity

Draft HRTPO
2045 LRTP Objectives
Support regional growth and productivity

Economic Vitality

Support efficient freight movement
Support accessibility for tourism
Increase safety with an adaptive transportation system
for all users, including minimizing conflicts between
motorized and non‐motorized modes

R

Increase the safety of the
transportation system for motorized
and non-motorized users

Draft HRTPO
2045 LRTP Goals

Increase the security of the
transportation system for motorized
and non-motorized users

Safety for All Users

Safety and Security

Ensure the security of the region's transportation
infrastructure and its users
Increase accessibility, connectivity and mobility of people
and goods

Increase the accessibility and mobility
of people and for freight

Protect and enhance the
environment, promote energy
conservation, and improve the
quality of life

AF

Enhance the integration and
connectivity of the transportation
system, across and between modes,
for people and freight

Provide a variety of transportation options that
accommodates all users

Accessible and Connected
Places

Increase the coordination of the transportation system,
across and between modes, for people and goods

Connectivity and Accessibility

Reduce delay and improve travel efficiency
Improve connectivity and reliability between the
Peninsula and Southside

Healthy Communities and
Sustainable Transportation
Communities

Sustainability - The Environment,
Community, and Equity

Protect and enhance the environment, promote energy
conservation, and improve the quality of life
Promote compatibility between transportation
improvements and planned land use and economic
development patterns
Minimize the environmental impact of future growth and
transportation
Improve the sustainability of communities through
increased housing choice and reduced auto-dependency

T

Ensure that mobility benefits positively affect low income
residents

Engage a diverse public in the development of the region’s
transportation system

Promote efficient systems
management and operation

Emphasize the preservation of the
existing transportation system

Promote an efficient and reliable regional transportation
system

Proactive Systems
Management

Efficiency, Resiliency, & Innovation

Consider the impacts of technology on system demand
and performance
Make investments that improve flood resiliency

Preserve and maintain the existing transportation system
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2040 LRTP Vision and Goals
2040 Vision Statement
With an engaged public, the 2040 Long‐Range Transportation Plan sets forth a vision to develop a well‐balanced
transportation system that promotes good quality of life while enhancing the unique character of Hampton
Roads.

FEDERAL PLANNING FACTORS
Support the economic vitality of the
metropolitan area, especially by
enabling global competitiveness,
productivity, and efficiency.

VTrans2040
PLANNING
GOALS

2040 LRTP PLANNING GOALS

Economic
Competitiveness
and Prosperity

Support the economic vitality of the metropolitan area, enabling
global competitiveness, productivity, and efficiency.

Enhance travel and tourism.
Increase the safety of the
transportation system for motorized
and non‐motorized users.
Increase the security of the
transportation system for motorized
and non‐motorized users.
Protect and enhance the
environment, promote energy
conservation, improve the quality of
life, and promote consistency
between transportation
improvements and State and Local
planned growth and economic
development patterns.

Safety for All Users

Ensure the security of the region's transportation infrastructure
and its users.

Healthy
Communities
and Sustainable
Transportation
Communities

Increase accessibility and mobility
for people and freight.
Enhance the integration and
connectivity of the transportation
system, across and between modes,
for people and freight.

Increase the safety of the transportation system for all users,
including minimizing conflicts between motorized and non‐
motorized modes.

Protect and enhance the environment, promote energy
conservation and improve the quality of life.
Consider the impact of transportation investments on the
environment.
Promote compatibility between transportation improvements
and planned land use and economic development patterns.
Increase accessibility and mobility of people and goods.

Accessible and
Connected Places

Provide a variety of transportation options that accommodates
all users.
Increase the coordination of the transportation system, across
and between modes, for people and goods.

Promote efficient system
management and operation.
Improve the resiliency and reliability
of the transportation system and
reduce or mitigate stormwater
impacts of surface transportation.
Emphasize the preservation of the
existing transportation system.

Promote an efficient and reliable regional transportation system.
Proactive System
Management

Preserve and maintain the existing transportation system.
Engage a diverse public in the development of the region’s
transportation system.
Continue to work towards finding dedicated and sustainable
revenue sources for transportation to close the funding gap.
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2045 Long-Range
Transportation Plan (LRTP)
Survey: Summary

AF

R

As part of the development of the 2045
Long-Range Transportation Plan
(LRTP), HRTPO staff initiated a webbased survey to help frame the vision
and goals for the 2045 LRTP as well as
collect candidate projects from the
public. This web-based survey was
comprised of previously vetted
questions that were not used in a
statistically-valid public survey
coordinated by HRTPO staff and the
Regional Connectors Study consultants.
The survey questions covered an array
of transportation related topics
including critical transportation issues,
infrastructure, public transportation,
housing and new job growths, and
active transportation.

T

The Survey
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The web-based survey was active from
March 28, 2019 through April 26, 2019. HRTPO staff received 238 survey submissions. HRTPO staff reviewed the submitted surveys for
common themes.
The following section includes the results of the web-based survey.

Key Findings
As part of the analysis of the web-based survey, HRTPO staff noted the following key findings:

•

T

•

AF

•

R

•

Multimodal Transportation System
o Survey respondents have indicated a desire for a more multimodal transportation system to include more and improved
active transportation facilities as well as a more reliable and efficient transit system.
Traffic
o Survey respondents expressed a desire for reduced congestion and improved travel times, especially on the highways.
Planned Growth
o Survey respondents favor locating new residential and job growth near one another.
Public Health
o Clean air, general traffic safety, and access to health care services were the top three areas of public health most important
to survey respondents. In addition, proximity to bus services is an important consideration when planning for future
growth.
Vision of Transportation in 2045
o The vision of transportation in 2045 for survey respondents includes reduced congestion, improved connectivity, and
more multimodal transportation choices, with an emphasis on active transportation and transit.
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•

Question 1: What is the most critical transportation problem in your NEIGHBORHOOD? (CHOOSE ONE)
The top two concerns amongst survey respondents involved the Lack of bicycle lanes/trails and the Lack of sidewalks/crosswalks in their
neighborhoods. Following the top two concerns were Traffic congestion and Other (Flooding and Roadway maintenance were most
critical transportation problem described in Other).

20%

T

Lack of bicycle lanes/trails

AF

Lack of sidewalks/crosswalks

17%

Other

15%

Traffic congestion

15%

R

Lack of transit service

9%

Road safety issues
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Lack of safe access to transit and/or lack of amenities (i.e. shelter,
benches, trash receptacles, etc.)

Lack of coordination between land use and transportation (roadway type
does not match character of surrounding land)
Lack of highway or road network

12%

7%
3%
3%

0%

5%

10%

15%

n=223

20%

25%

Question 2: What should the region focus on with regards to transportation in the next 10 years? (Please limit your response to
your top three options).
Maintaining the existing infrastructure, investing in local public transportation, and investing in bicycle networks (a regional network of
active transportation facilities providing residents with routes connecting destinations) were the top three areas amongst survey
respondents that the region should focus on regarding transportation in the next 10 years.

Investing in local public transportation

AF

Investing in bicycle networks (A regional network of active transportation
facilities providing residents with routes connecting destinations.)

Investing in interregional public transportation (e.g. Hampton Roads to
Richmond)

Investing in new roads

R

Utilizing new transportation technology

44%
38%
29%

23%
21%

16%

Offering flexible work hours/telecommuting

Improving the Commonwealth's freight network (A network of roadways that
are critical to the movement of freight into, out of, and throughout the region.)
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15%
15%

Investing in alternative fuel sources

Investing in shared rides/Promoting car-share programs (share riding allows
passengers to share car journeys who may have the same route or destination)

53%

T

Maintaining existing infrastructure

11%
0%

10%

n=216

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

According to the survey respondents, traffic flow on highways would need much more improvement than the traffic flow on local streets
and roads.
Question 4: Traffic flow on local streets and roads is…

56%

33%

Needs a little improvement

9%

2%
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I don't know/no opinion

R

Just fine as is

Does not apply

0%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

n=216

45%

Needs a little improvement

AF

Needs a lot of improvement

T

Question 3: Traffic flow on highways is…

35%

Needs a lot of improvement

18%

Just fine as is

I don't know/no opinion

1%

Does not apply

0%
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

n=216

The survey respondents that selected “Yes” to Question 5 provided comments regarding the limited service/access of public
transportation, the unreliability of public transportation, and the long travel times of public transportation. It should be noted that the
majority of comments provided by survey respondents selected “I do not rely on public transportation”. Their reasoning for not
relying/using public transportation echoed opinions of the survey respondents who selected “Yes”.

As for Question 6, the survey respondents that selected “No” provided comments regarding the lack of security and lack of lighting as their
main reasons of feeling unsafe using public transportation.

85%
9%

No

6%
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Yes

AF

I do not rely on
public
transportation

Question 6: Do you feel safe
using public transportation?
If no, please explain.

50% 100%

I do not rely on
public
transportation

R

Question 5: If you rely on Public
Transportation, do your
transportation options prohibit
or limit access to important
destinations (i.e. work, school,
medical facilities, etc.)?
If yes, please explain.

T

Regarding Question 7, more survey respondents thought that bus service needed a lot of improvement in order for users to get to their
destinations in a timely manner than survey respondents who thought that bus service needed only a little improvement.

63%

0%

50%

n=210

37%

I don't know/no
opinion
Needs a little
improvement

9%

No

Needs a lot of
improvement

29%

Does not apply

28%

Yes

Question 7: Bus service that gets
you where you want to go in a
timely manner is…

100%

Just fine as is

27%
7%
0%

0%

n=208

50%

I live close enough to walk and bike places and I
occasionally walk or bike
I live close enough to walk and bike and I prefer to
walk or bike
I live close enough to walk and bike places but I prefer
to drive
None, this does not apply to me

n=213

30%
20%
8%
7%

0%

5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

Question 9: What do you believe are your biggest barriers to walking and biking
to most places? (Please limit your response to no more than three barriers.)
Lack of bike facilities

I do not believe it is safe
Lack of sidewalks

I live too far away

R

I have no barriers

6%
5%

I am not physically capable
I am unsure of my abilities
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For Question 10, half the survey
respondents use bike facilities in
Hampton Roads.

36%

I do not live close enough to walk or bike places

T

The top three barriers to walking and
biking to most places for survey
respondents were the lack of bike
facilities, the belief that they are not
safe, and the lack of sidewalks.

Question 8: Which method best describes your use of active transportation
(biking and walking)?

AF

Regarding the use of active
transportation (Question 8), just over a
third of survey respondents shared that
they do not live close enough to walk or
bike to destinations. Another third of
survey respondents shared that they do
live close enough to walk and bike to
destinations and occasionally walk and
bike.

0%

10%

16%

20%

23%

30%

36%

46%
43%

n=214

40%

Question 10: Do you use bike facilities in Hampton Roads (for example: bike
trails, bike lanes, etc.)?

50.5%

Yes

No

0.0%

49.5%
20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

n=212

50%

Question 11: What type of community do you live in?
Suburban (e.g. Great Bridge neighborhood Chesapeake, Kingsmill neighborhood - James City
County)

56%

Urban (e.g. downtown Norfolk, downtown
Hampton)

30%

T

Regarding Question 11 and
Question 12, survey respondents
would still prefer to live in the
same communities in the future as
they do now.

11%

Rural (e.g. Gloucester County)
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Small Town/Village (e.g. Franklin, Windsor)

n=213

0%

3%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

R

Question 12: In what type of community would you like to live in the FUTURE (10 –
20 years from now)?
Suburban (e.g. Great Bridge neighborhood Chesapeake, Kingsmill neighborhood - James City
County)

47%
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Urban (e.g. downtown Norfolk, downtown
Hampton)

30%
15%

Rural (e.g. Gloucester County)

Small Town/Village (e.g. Franklin, Windsor)

n=214

8%
0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

Question 13: Amount of stores, restaurants, other services and/or recreation within a 10 minute walk from your home…
Over a third of the survey respondents thought that the amount of stores, restaurants, other services and/or recreation within a 10
minute walk from their homes were acceptable as is. However, over half of the survey respondents thought that the amount of stores,
restaurants, other services and/or recreation within a 10 minute walk from their home needed some kind of improvement.

37%

AF

T

Just fine as is

Needs a little improvement

25%

R

Needs a lot of improvement

29%

7%
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Does not apply

1%

I don't know/no opinion

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

n=214

40%

Question 14: When considering new residential development outside urban areas, pick your favorite statement.
Most survey participants shared that they would either like to prioritize residential development adjacent to urban areas or balance
priorities between residential development adjacent to urban areas and residential development in rural areas.

40%

AF

T

Balance priorities between the two options

35%

R

Prioritize residential development adjacent to urban areas

23%
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Neither area - no growth outside urban areas

2%

Prioritize residential development in rural areas

n=204

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

Question 15: When considering new housing growth and new job growth, do you think our new plan should focus on…
Nearly half of the survey respondents thought that the 2045 LRTP should focus on new residential growth in or near job centers or
downtown/villages, and commercial corridors and new job growth in or near existing residential communities.

49%
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T

Both

New residential growth in or near job centers or
downtown/villages, commercial corridors

24%

21%

R

New job growth in or near existing residential communities
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Neither

2%

I don't care

n=204

5%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Half the survey respondents thought the proximity to bus services was very important for growth inside urban areas and for growth
adjacent to urban areas.

30%

Somewhat important

R

D
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Somewhat
unimportant

1%
1%

0%

20%

n=205

13%

Neutral

5%

Unimportant

29%

Somewhat important

11%

Neutral

40%

60%

51%

Very important
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51%

Very important

Prefer not to answer

Question 17: For growth adjacent to urban areas
what are your thoughts on proximity to bus
services?

T

Question 16: For growth inside urban areas,
what are your thoughts on proximity to
bus services?

4%

Unimportant
Somewhat
unimportant

2%
0%

20%

n=204

40%

60%

Question 18: Which areas of public health are most important to you? (Please limit your response to no more than three areas.)
The top three areas of public health that were most important to the survey respondents were clean air, general traffic safety, including
distracted driving, and access to health care services.

54%

Access to health care services

R

Access to healthy foods
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General traffic safety, including distracted driving

T

Clean air

51%

48%

41%

37%
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Access to parks

34%

Climate change

9%

Other
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

n=205

60%

Question 19: Does anyone in your household have a special transportation need due to age or disability?

T

Most survey respondents indicated that they do not have anyone in their household with special transportation needs due to age or
disability.

90%

R
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No

10%
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Yes

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

n=205

100%

Question 20: Do you have ideas about specific transportation projects/ locations
for projects?

62%

Yes

38%

0%

10%

T

No

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

n=203

Question 21: What type of transportation project do you wish to see included?
Please describe the location and the project.

AF

For Question 21, survey respondents were
instructed to mark the project category that
best fit their transportation project and
provide a description of the project/location.
As part of the evaluation process, HRTPO staff
grouped projects together based on project
description and maintained a tally of the
number of suggestions made to a project. It
should be noted that some survey respondents
marked the project category but did not
provide a project. In addition, some survey
respondents provided more than one project
suggestion for Question 21. Therefore, more
than one project category was selected as well.

R
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HRTPO staff received many projects that
involved typical road improvement
Bike/Pedestrian
50%
suggestions across the Hampton Roads
roadway system (e.g. road widening), but
Road/Bridges/Tunnels
HRTPO staff also received many projects
34%
regarding active transportation
implementation and improvements to transit.
Transit
32%
Of the active transportation project suggested
from the web-based survey, the
Intermodal (Intermodal projects ease the
transition of goods or passengers
27%
expansion/implementation of the Birthplace
between two or more travel modes.)
of America Trail was most popular amongst
survey respondents. Regarding transit, the
n=120
Other
16%
expansion of the Tide light rail system was
popular amongst survey respondents. It
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%
should be noted that some survey respondents
suggested projects to aid/mitigate sea level rise/flooding. The bar graph for Question 21 is a summary of project categories that were
marked by the survey respondents.

62%

No

38%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

T

Yes

50%

60%

70%

n=122

Question 23: What type of transportation project is the second project you wish to
see included? Please describe the location and the second project.
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For Question 23, survey respondents were
given an opportunity to provide details on a
second transportation project they would
like to see evaluated for the long-range
transportation plan. As with Question 21,
survey respondents were instructed to mark
the project category that best fit their
second transportation project and provide a
description of the project/location. HRTPO
staff followed the same evaluation process
that was used for Question 21 to
process/group the second set of
transportation projects for Question 23. In
addition, HRTPO staff cross referenced the
transportation projects suggested in
Question 23 against those suggested in
Question 21 to identify whether a survey
respondent provide the same entry from
Question 21. In such a case, HRTPO staff did
not include this duplication in the tally.

Question 22: Do you have a second project you would like to include?

AF

There were fewer selections of “Yes” for
Question 22 regarding if survey
respondents would like to include a second
project for evaluation as compared to
Question 20 for their first transportation
project.

Transit

29%

Road/Bridges/Tunnels

29%
22%

Bike/Pedestrian

20%

Other

Intermodal (Intermodal projects ease the
transition of goods or passengers
between two or more travel modes.)

10%
0%

5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

n=41

Similar to Question 21, there were instances
where a survey respondent would select the project category that best fit their second transportation project, but did not provide name of
the project or provide description for it. In addition, survey respondents also selected more than one project category for their entry. The
bar graph for Question 23 is a summary of the project categories selected by survey respondents.

62%

No

38%
0%

10%
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Yes

20%
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60%
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n=45

Question 25: What type of transportation project is the third project you wish to
see included? Please describe the location and the third project.

53%

Road/Bridges/Tunnels
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For Question 25, survey respondents were
presented with the final opportunity on the
web-based survey to describe a third
transportation project they would like to
see included in the LRTP project
evaluations. HRTPO staff followed the
same evaluation process used in Question
23 and Question 21. Projects from
Question 25 were cross referenced against
projects from Question 23 and Question 21
to ensure that a survey respondent did not
duplicate his entries. The bar graph for
Question 25 is summary of the project
categories that the survey respondents
selected.

Question 24: Do you have a third project you would like to include?

AF

There were fewer selections of “Yes” for
Question 24 regarding if survey
respondents would like to include a third
project for evaluation as compared to
Question 22.

24%

Other

18%

Bike/Pedestrian

12%

Transit

Intermodal (Intermodal projects ease the
transition of goods or passengers
between two or more travel modes.)

6%
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n=17

Question 26: What is your vision of transportation in Hampton Roads in 2045? (Limit 350 characters)
In Question 26, survey respondents provided their vision of transportation in the region in 2045. HRTPO staff evaluated the visions and
made note of common themes.

Reduced Congestion and
Improved Connectivity
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Efficient Freight
Movement and
Connections

Higher Usage of Alternative
Transportation Modes

Plan for Climate
Change/Sea Level
Rise

T

Improved
Quality of Life

Less Sprawl

Vision of
Transportation in
Hampton Roads in
2045

Sustainable
Growth and
Development
Better
Leadership and
Regional
Cooperation

Merged
Region (one
central city)
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Incorporation of
Technology Advanced
Vehicles (Autonomous
and Electric)

Efficient
Transit
System

Better Funding/ Spending
on Transportation
Projects

Transportation Equity for
All
Improved Driver and
Roadway Safety
Use Technology
to Resolve
Mobility Issues

Environmentally Friendly
Multimodal
Emphasis

Question 27: What is the zip code of your Home Residence? (5 digit number)
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There were slightly more survey submissions from the Southside portion of the region, but there was representation from most of the
localities in Hampton Roads.
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Question 28: What is the zip code of your Primary Workplace? (5 digit response)
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The workplace zip codes seem to have similar distribution across the Hampton Roads region as seen with the home zip codes. The map
below is of the workplace zip codes only in Hampton Roads. The two workplace zip codes that were outside the region were not included
in the map. In addition there were 13 non-zip code entries (e.g. “Retired”, “N/A”, etc.) as well as three non-existent zip codes that were
not included in the map.

n=187 (169 in map)

Demographics
Question 29: What is your age?

Question 31: Which level represents your current
household income?

55 - 64

45 - 54
25 - 34

Prefer not to answer

18 - 24

17 and under

n=199

11%
11%

5%
3%
0%
0%

10%

29%

20%

30%

40%

Question 30: How many people live in your household
(including yourself)?

R
18%

3

16%
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11%

1

15%

$75,000-$99,999

15%

2%

6

10%

7%

2%

Less than $30,000

1%
0%

9%

$50,000-$74,999

$30,000-$49,999

7%

5

n=195

Prefer not to answer

45%

2

I prefer not to provide this
personal information.

53%

$100,000 or more

T

35 - 44

22%
20%
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65 and over

20%

30%

40%

50%

n=196
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AGENDA ITEM #9:

2045 LRTP DRAFT CANDIDATE PROJECTS

As part of the development of the 2045 LRTP, HRTPO staff has been collecting potential
candidate projects from various sources, including the 2040 LRTP, the 2040 Vision Plan, input
from the Community Transportation Advisory Committee (CTAC), the Freight Transportation
Advisory Committee (FTAC), and the public via a web-based public survey.

The next step in the process is to screen potential candidate projects for LRTP applicability
and compatibility with locality Comprehensive Plans. In addition, LRTP Subcommittee
members are requested to submit any additional candidate projects not already captured to
date.
HRTPO staff will brief the LRTP Subcommittee on this agenda item.
RECOMMENDED ACTION

Review potential candidate projects for LRTP applicability and compatibility with locality
Comprehensive Plans and submit additional candidate projects by July 31, 2019.
AGENDA ITEM #10: FOR YOUR INFORMATION
AGENDA ITEM #11: OLD/NEW BUSINESS
AGENDA ITEM #12: NEXT MEETING
To be decided.

